VIDL “Major” Equipment List (6/14/2014):

Video cameras:
- 2 Canon XF300’s capable for 4:2:2 color sampling for green screen capture
- 1 Canon C100 with various lenses good for interviews and mobility
- 1 GoPro
- 1 Sony - Alpha a7S Mirrorless Digital Camera

Tripods and support:
- 3 Tripods
- 1 Monopod
- GorrillaPod and various clamps, adapters, mounts, and other accessories
- Avenger - A5029 9.5’ Roller Stand 29 with Low Base (Chrome-plated)
- Avenger - D650 Junior Boom Arm with Counterweight (Chrome-plated)
- Pelican - 1614 Waterproof 1610 Case with Dividers (Black)

Sound
- 2 Wireless microphones (lavaliere or microphone attached)
- 3 Shotgun microphones
- 1 lavaliere microphone

Supplemental visual and audio
- Hoya - 77mm UV Haze NXT HMC Filter
- Blackmagic Design - UltraStudio Mini Recorder Capture Device
- Fiilex - 2” Fresnel Lens for P360 Light
- juicedLink - RM333 Riggy Micro Low-Noise Preamp
- Joby - Gorillapod Focus/Ballhead X Bundle (Black/Gray)
- SanDisk - 64GB SDXC Extreme Plus Class 10 UHS-1 Memory Card

Studio Lighting kit
- Consists of 6 lights to light green screen and subject
- Also a green and white backdrop for creating different looks in studio

Portable lighting kit
- Consists of 5 LED lights, and various modifiers for lighting on location

Other lighting
- Fiilex - P100 On-Camera LED Video Light
- Fiilex - Reverse Leg Light Stand - 7’

Teleprompter(s)
- One small camera attached, iPad based, teleprompter great for script reading and location shooting
• One larger, based on a 19” Monitor for work with PowerPoint slide prompting

Editing suite
• 8 core 32Gb RAM iMac
• 15” Mac Pro
• iPad Tablet
• Focustrite audio interface
• Yamaha speakers
• Samsung TV (for external monitoring video)
• Adobe Creative Cloud Software suite

Storage
• 4TB Pegasus thunderbolt drive in raid 0 (for daily work)
• 24TB Drobo NAS raid array with singe drive failure protecting for daily back up of the 4TB Work drive and file archival

Curation
• Fujitsu ScanSnap iX500 Wireless Desktop Scanner (for archiving pre-digitized materials)

Transportation
• MultiCart - 8-in-1 Equipment Transporters - R12NF All-Terrain
• Pelican - 1510SC Studio Case (Black)
• Pelican - 1600 Case with Foam (Black)
• MultiCart - RSH10 Shelf for R8, R10 and R12
• Lightware - C6150 Stand Sack